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Philosophy of Education

2006

it has been rightly said that only a true philosopher may give a practical shape to education
philosophy and education go hand in hand education depends on philosophy for its guidance while
philosophy depends on education for its own formulation teaching methods are very much concerned
with the philosophy of education the teacher holds the philosophical systems of education govern the
teacher s attitude to the method of teaching with a view to comprehend the close relationship of
philosophy and education and their great significance in the modern times the present book philosophy
of education has been written the book aims at presenting the western isms of philosophy as well as
indian philosophy of education beginning from the vedas to the contemporary philosophies it elucidates
the philosophical issues and attempts to draw the philosophical implications of every isms invaluable
viewpoints on education of eminent educators like rousseau russell swami dayanand annie besant m k
gandhi rabindranath tagore and many others and the influence of their philosophies have been studied in
depth it acquaints the readers with the varied aims and ideals of education methods and principles of
teaching role and influence of teachers as propounded by the great philosophers written in a simple
language and lucid style the book is expected to serve as an ideal textbook on the subject it will
prove indispensable for the students and teachers of education question bank at the end of the book is
an added advantage provided to the students which would prove helpful in preparation for
examination even the general readers will find this book worth reading

Philosophy of Education

2005

the book aims to familiarise readers with the most important perennial questions in philosophy of
education it explores the ideas and views of famous indian and western philosophers theologians and
educationists with distinctive theories of education and methods of teaching it is a very exhaustive
and serious study on the subject

Philosophy of Education

2018-04-17

the first edition of nel noddings philosophy of education was acclaimed as the best overview in the
field by the journal teaching philosophy and predicted to become the standard textbook in philosophy
of education by educational theory this classic text originally designed to give the education
student a comprehensive look at philosophical thought in relation to teaching learning research and
educational policy has now been updated to reflect the most current thinking in the field a revised
chapter on logic and critical thinking makes the topic more accessible to students and examines how
critical thinking plays a role in light of the new common core standards philosophy of education
introduces students to the evolution of educational thought from the founding fathers to
contemporary theorists with consideration of both analytic and continental traditions this is an
essential text not only for teachers and future teachers but also for anyone needing a survey of
contemporary trends in philosophy of education

Philosophy of Education

1990

this book as it covers the philosophies of education probes the fundamental issues of education while
establishing educational priorities



Philosophy of Education: Society and education

1998

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Philosophy of Education: The Key Concepts

2002-01-04

this new edition of philosophy of education the key concepts is an easy to use a z guide summarizing all
the key terms ideas and issues central to the study of educational theory today fully updated the
book is cross referenced throughout and contains pointers to further reading as well as new entries
on such topics as citizenship and civic education liberalism capability well being patriotism
globalisation open mindedness creationism and intelligent design comprehensive and authoritative this
highly accessible guide provides all that a student teacher or policy maker needs to know about the
latest thinking on education in the 21st century

Philosophy of Education

1974

education students are continually asked to reflect upon their own philosophy of education and how
it relates to their teaching practice philosophy of education in historical perspective third edition
focuses on major educational philosophies that have had an impact on western education and helps
the reader to make sense of past and current trends and to place them in a historical context this
third edition is updated to correspond with the increasingly swift changes that have been taking place
in education as we move forward into the twenty first century it is hard to recall that only twenty
years ago computers were not part of standard classroom equipment this widely accessible edition
will update the second with another look at postmodernism as it has continued to develop in the past
fifty years

The Philosophy of Education

1973

philosophy of education in action is an innovative inquiry based introductory text that invites
readers to study philosophy of education through the lens of their own observations and experiences
structured according to a wonder model of inquiry each chapter begins by posing a fundamental what
if question about curriculum pedagogy and the role of the school before investigating the various
philosophical perspectives that guide and influence educational practices classroom vignettes and
examples of actual schools and educational programs help to ground philosophical perspectives in
real world scenarios while the book s unique inquiry based approach leads students to both think
critically about philosophical questions and apply the concepts to their own teaching features of
the text include what if questions that structure each chapter to pique students curiosity
stimulate creativity and promote critical thinking authentic classroom vignettes that encourage
students to analyze what it means to do philosophy and to reflect upon their own practices examine
their role in the educational process and articulate their own philosophical beliefs a concluding
section asking readers to imagine and design their own hypothetical school or classroom as a project
based means of analyzing synthesizing and evaluating the different philosophies discussed accessible
and thought provoking philosophy of education in action provides a dynamic learning experience for
readers to understand and apply philosophy in educational practice



Philosophy of Education: The Key Concepts

2008-06-30

revised and updated with 25 new essays the fourth edition of this bestselling collection brings
together more than 30 leaders in the field of educational theory an engaging exploration of the ideas
and trends shaping education in today s classrooms philosophy of education includes topics on high
stakes testing consumerism in education and social justice issues in the classroom how can we teach
students moral values while avoiding indoctrination how should a teacher deal with controversial
issues in the classroom what role should standards play in education and who develops those
standards and why is the link between theory and practice in the classroom important in the first
place philosophy of education provides students teachers and administrators with a lively and
accessible introduction to the central debates and issues in education today

Philosophy of Education in Historical Perspective

2010-03-23

this volume provides an introduction to the philosophy of education which will enable students
meeting the subject for the first time to find their way among the many specialized volumes it deals in a
non technical way with the more important issues raised in a philosophical approach to education and
gives a clear idea of the scope of the subject after discussing different theories of the aims of
education whether mechanistic or organic the author addresses practical issues for example about
the curriculum the distinction between education and indoctrination the role of authority and
discipline and the place of religious and moral teaching finally he deals with some important aspects
of education and the influence of different political structures on the philosophy of education

Philosophy of Education in Action

2016-01-13

the studies of philosophy and history of education are under siege these studies do not attract large
grant funds and to many do not seem useful even while much of educational research is dismissed as
inconsequential or self evident and the crisis in american education deepens philosophy and history of
education have therefore been pushed to the margin or beyond in colleges and schools of education
commensurate with the decline of the humanities in higher education generally philosophy and history
of education examines the complex relationship between these studies and the value of these related
studies for improving educational knowledge policy and practice from diverse perspectives the
philosophers and historians in this volume explore how bringing these disciplines together yields
insights about unacknowledged or occult aspects of education problems that neither could achieve
on their own

Philosophical Foundation Of Education

2013-11-04

the first step in education s long road to respectability lay in the ability of its proponents to
demonstrate that it was worthy of collaborating with traditional disciplines in the syllabus of
higher learning the universities where the infant discipline of education was promoted benefited from
scholars who engaged in teaching and research with enthusiasm and preached the gospel of scientific
education these schools teachers college columbia university the university of chicago and stanford
university gained a reputation as oases of pedagogical knowledge soon public and private colleges
alike introduced professional academic programs for the preparation of teachers foremost among the



subjects for these programs was education philosophy with its long history and the impeccable
credentials of its ancient and modern expositors although the principal focus of this study is the
history of educational philosophy in colleges and universities it also recognizes educational
philosophy s antecedents chapters cover ancient roots christian educational theory educational
theory and the modern world philosophy and education in early america development of philosophies of
education disciplinary maturity for educational philosophy and prospects there is a bibliography and
an index

Philosophy of Education

1978

this book explores education in the 21st century in post modern western societies through a
philosophical lens taking a broad perspective of education and its attendant terminology assumptions
myths and influences the author examines why we teach as opposed to how in doing so he includes not
only teachers but all adults who are involved in bringing up children applying philosophical theories
throughout history to present day practice this volume is sure to be a useful resource not only for
teachers who are just starting out but those with an interest in education in the past present and
future this wide ranging book will be valuable for educators parents and educational policy makers
and all those who believe it takes a village to raise a child

Philosophies of Education

2010-02-25

it is sometimes said that the philosophy of education is not a serious and coherent philosophical area
of inquiry john wilson examines this argument taking it as the starting point for his book he believes
that most philosophy of education until now has been little more than the promotion of particular
ideologies and that progress can be made only by a more analytical approach the central problems
lies in establishing a few basic concepts principles and categories and questions which will form the
skeleton of the subject he therefore outlines the nature of philosophy of education and defines some of
its major problems by examining key notions such as the value of education the nature and implications
of learning and what should be learned

Philosophy of Education (International Library of the Philosophy
of Education Volume 14)

1956

this textbook seeks to explore the purpose and values of the philosophy of education and specific
issues of contemporary relevance

Philosophy of Education

2017-02-10

a companion to the philosophy of education is a comprehensive guide to philosophical thinking about
education offers a state of the art account of current and controversial issues in education
including issues pertaining to multiculturalism special education sex education and academic freedom
written by an international team of leading experts who are directly engaged with these profound and
complex educational problems serves as an indispensable guide to the field of philosophy of education



Philosophy and History of Education

2021-12-12

these twelve articles consider central issues in the philosophy of education particularly the concept
of education the content of education teaching and learning and justification of education
contributors include john woods w h dray i scheffler p h hirst p herbst mary warnock r pring d w
hamlyn and mrs p a white

Educational Philosophy

2018-04-20

the importance of philosophy in teacher education maps the gradual decline of philosophy as a central
integrated part of educational studies chapters consider how this decline has impacted teacher
education and practice offering new directions for the reintegration of philosophical thinking in
teacher preparation and development touching on key points in history this valuable collection of
chapters accurately appraises the global decline of philosophy of education in teacher education
programs and seeks to understand the external and endemic causes of changed attitudes towards a
discipline which was once assigned such a central place in teacher education chapters illustrate how
a grounding in the theoretical and ethical dimensions of teaching learning and education systems
contribute in meaningful ways to being a good teacher and trace the consequences of a decline in
philosophy on individuals professional development and on the evolution of the teaching profession
more broadly with this in mind the text focusses on the future of teacher education and considers how
we can ensure that philosophy of education feeds into the excellence of teaching today this book will
be of great interest to graduate postgraduate students as well as research scholars in the field of
educational philosophy and history of education in addition it will be useful for those involved in
teacher education and in particular course module and program development

Educational Philosophy for 21st Century Teachers

2010-02-25

problems in philosophy of education canvasses several of the leading issues in philosophy of education
these include the disconnect between the disciplines of philosophy and philosophy of education the
strained relationship between educational practice and philosophy of education the role of
educational research in philosophy of education and the lack of an independent scholarship for
philosophy of education james scott johnson argues for a philosophy of education separate and
distinct from both the disciplines of philosophy and education and claims that philosophy of education
should raise and address its own questions and concerns supporting this is a model of how philosophy
of education should originate basic questions together with a set of philosophic presuppositions
regarding the model s logic ethics politics and relationship to science and social science

Preface to the philosophy of education (International Library of
the Philosophy of Education Volume 24)

2010-05-04

never before published this book features george herbert mead s illuminating lectures on the philosophy
of education at the university of chicago during the early 20th century these lectures provide unique
insight into mead s educational thought and reveal how his early psychological writings on the
social character of meaning and the social origin of reflective consciousness was central in the



development of what mead referred to as his social conception of education the introduction to the
book provides an overview of mead s educational thought and places it against the wider social
intellectual and historical background of modern educational concepts

The Philosophy of Education: An Introduction

2008-04-15

study of the philosophy of education in the usa covers current systems and trends and includes
political aspects social implications and psychological aspects thereof creative thinking
intellectual and socialist concepts social change cultural change human rights religion the
importance of curriculum motivation for learning educational opportunities etc bibliographys

A Companion to the Philosophy of Education

1973

contents philosophy in the educational arena application of philosophies of education a history of
philosophical perspectives recent philosophies of education philosophy of measurement and evaluation
issues in education objectives in the curriculum designing the curriculum learning activities philosophy
and the curriculum innovations in the curriculum philosophical deliberations and the curriculum

The Philosophy of Education

2019-08-29

published in the year 1988 an introduction to philosophy of education is a valuable contribution to
the field of education

The Importance of Philosophy in Teacher Education

2019-02-07

when originally published in 1965 this book reflected some of the new thinking among philosophers
regarding the role of the discipline in its investigation of central issues in educaton the essays are
grouped into four major sections the nature and function of educational theory the context of
educational discussion conceptions of teaching and the essence of education the concepts dealt with
are of the first importance to any practical or theoretical discussion in education and the editor
provides a generous introduction to the essays to aid the reader in his analysis of the issues

Problems in Philosophy of Education

2015-11-17

this book gives a comprehensive account of methods in philosophy of education it also examines their
application of education in the real world it will therefore be of interest to philosophers and
educationalists alike

Philosophy of Education

1968



education like every other important branch of knowledge has its underlying philosophical problems it
is these problems and the attempts to solve them which together make up the philosophy of education
this book first published in 1957 provides a simple explanation and illustration of what philosophy
can and cannot do for educational thinking this title will be of interest to students of the
philosophy of education

Modern Philosophies of Education

2003

addresses the challenge of providing quality public education in a democratic society and the need to
fuse vocational and contemplative studies into a universal education

Philosophy and Curriculum

2002-09-11

for two reasons we are particularly proud to include wolfgang brezinka s philosophy of educational
knowledge in this series of books on philosophy of education thefirst is the
philosophicalinterestoftheworkitself its remarkablescholarship and the importance ofthe
philosophical positionswill beobvious to allreaders the secondisthat it brings to the english speaking
world a wonderful example ofeducational philosophy as now being practiced in the german speaking
world all too often philosophers in the anglo american tradition have not seen the sort of
perspective on educational thinking that infuses this work and since this book has been widely read in
its original version it has had a considerable impactupon philosophy ofeducational research and
science in the german speaking countries an understanding of this may help in the development of
evenmore cooperativerelations amongstudentsofeducationin all countries c 1 b macmillan d c phillips
preface to the english edmon 1 am not unmindful how little can be done in a mere treatise on logic or
howvague and unsatisfactory all precepts of method must necessarily appear when not practically
exemplified in the establishment of a body of doctrine doubtless the most effectual mode of showing
how the sciences maybe constructed would be to construct them johnstuartmill 1843 1 parents
have a duty to educate their children teachers to educate their pupils for this reason there is
widespread interest in education knowledge of education has long beenoffered under names like
pedagogics pedagogy or educational theory originally this meant practical knowledge based on
common sense since the enlightenment however attempts have been made to acquire scientific knowledge
of education

An Introduction to Philosophy of Education

2010-02-25

n this book 24 leading philosophers of education since 1970 who remain influential today present the
fascinating stories of their lives and important new contributions to the field

Philosophical Analysis and Education (International Library of the
Philosophy of Education Volume 1)

1957

philosophy of education is designed to engage readers with a broad range of contemporary
perspectives on significant educational issues including pluralism and democracy in education the
problem of indoctrination the nature and value of critical teaching controversy in the classroom and



educational standards in this third edition it remains the intention of the editors to offer a collection
of essays in the philosophy of education which will provide students in teacher education programs
with a lively and accessible introduction to some of the central debates and issues in the field in
addition teachers administrators and graduate students should find this collection a valuable
resource as with the first and second editions and given the intended readership the editors have
selected discussions which establish a connection between philosophical reflection and pedagogical
practice in the belief that philosophical understanding is a vital aspect of professional development

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Education

2002-11

in the school room chapters in the philosophy of education by john s hart offers a thought provoking
exploration of the principles and philosophy underlying education hart delves into various aspects of
teaching and learning examining topics such as the role of the teacher the importance of discipline and
the cultivation of moral values drawing on his extensive experience as an educator hart presents
insightful chapters that shed light on the goals and methods of education encouraging readers to
reflect on the purpose and impact of schooling in the school room is a valuable resource for
educators parents and anyone interested in the philosophy of education

Methods in Philosophy of Education

2016-10-04

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Education

1966

Democracy and Education

1998

Philosophy of Education: Philosophy and education

2012-10-23

Philosophy of Educational Knowledge

2008-01-01

Leaders in Philosophy of Education

2001



Philosophy of Education

2019-12-18

In the School-Room: Chapters in the Philosophy of Education

1992

Philosophy of Education
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